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IT. ANNOUNCEMENTS :

l. Starting with this issue we are slightly altering the format of the
newsletter,
The detailed examination of a single sp. will be in the back
of the newsletter, and other items have been moved forward.
Also, Georgie Robinette has kindly consented to computerize our mailing list.
2. Dr. Peggy Fiedler has been picked to treat Calochortus for the Flora
of North America project by the Misscuri Botanical Garden. Dr. Fiedler,

who did her Doctoral dissertation on Calochorti at UCBerkeley, is with

the Biology Dep't et Cal. St. Univ. San Francisco.
3. C. monanthus update. A Cal. Nat. Plant Soc. representive, Dr. Mark
Skinner, was among the visitors to a site in No. California where it was
rumored that C. monanthus (see Mariposa #2), thought to be extinct, might
be growing.
Althaugh none was found, the survey team was on the early
side for tue historic date of this species.
Further, it hes been a dry
year in the region, and C. monanthus may not have bloomed.
4, For new subscribers Cand Some renewals}, here.is a list of the best
sources for Calochortus:
A. Bulbs: C. Baccus 900 Boynton Ave. San Jose, Ca. 95117 Offers 10-

20 spp./yr. Chuck invites inguiries on spp. which are not |

listed on the order form, but which he may have in small
quantities.
Mostly Cal. spp.

--Robinette Bulb Farm P.O.Box 1306 Sebastipol, Ca. 95473-1306
Three spp. this year in the form of bulbs, but many more
in seed form, esp. no. Cal, spp.

B. Seeds:. Theo, Payne Foundation 10459 Tuxford St. Sun Valley, Ca.
91352,

Good source for S.

Cal.

spp.

List changes annually.

--Southwestern Native Seed Box 50503 Tucson, Az.
85703. Tim
and Sally Walker's seed list is incredible.
They are the
only source I know of for the Mexican spp., and also offer
Rocky Mt. and Northwest spp.
5. I am offering a small quantity of seed of some rarer spp. free to members.
As some members live in cold areas where it is difficult to grow
the lowland California types, I am offering two spp.
One is the lovely

€. nitidus, seeds courtesy of Prof. Watson. This sp. is suitable for cold
climates,

as it tolerates at least -20°F in its native range.

I+t also

gets summer water.
For warmer climates, I will offer CG. clavatus, from
coastal Cal.
As my supply is limited, please request only one sp. Send
a stamped,

seif-addressed envelope to ACS.

6. Rob Charnock, a member from Springwood, Australia is interested in
contacting other growers to trade/buy seed. Mr. Charnock has Australian
terrestrial orchids and Vireya Rhododendrons, among others, as well as the
requisite permits.
Interested members can write to Mr. Charnock at #3.

Stanway Ave. Springwood, NSW 2777 Australia.

II, Mixes: Jim Robinette's Mix50% fine fir bark, 10% coarse sand, 10% lava rock (4"), 10% perlite, 10%
vermiculite, 10% peat moss. Add slightly more peat moss for section Calo-

chortus (the pussy ears, fairy lanterns, etc.), and slightly less

perlite.

For section Mariposa, reverse this: more perlite, less peat.
For the desert types add slightly more sand.
Despite the higher rainfall totals in their area, as compared with Hay-

ward, gan oF Oaloue concore. the Robinettes have been successful with many

arieties o
alochorti,
to spea
i
ili
j
i
ITI. ,Calochortus Germination Restos Pee onsta ineht--Seed blantiheDepth
This is
@Tirst in a series which will give the results of varicus
germination tests conducteé at two locales in Alameda Co., Cal. during

“Pe the 1989-90 growing season. Readers are cautioned that many of these reJN ae OS SD tse
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Sults are preliminary, and that more time and study are needed if more
conclusive results are to be established. Our thanks to Mr. Ron Liljedahl, who directs the horticulture program at Chabot College in Livermore, Ca., for his invaluable assistance, and the use of space at the
College in which to conduct the tests. Our thanks also to our advisors,
Mr. C, Baccus, Mr. &. Farwig, Mr. V. Girard; also to Mr. and Mrs. J.
Robinette, and Dr. P. Fiedler.
To determine optimum planting depth, we tested six spp. from all

three divisions: ¢€. albus, C. Tolmiei, C. uniflorus; C, catalinae,
€. venustus; and C, weedii. (These spp. were chosen because their ranges are relatively large, because they occupy distinctive habitats
and climatic zones, and because all have been raised successfully as
garden subjects by one or another grower.) Every effort was made to
keep other variables, e.g., water, temperature, etc. constant, so as
to accurately test one variable only, in this case the optimum planting
depth for seed of Calochortus. Each sp. was planted in pots, with
identical, sterilized media, at varying depths, viz., surface, 4",

+",

1", and 2" deep. The mix, modified from a successful media developed

by Mr. C.

Baccus,

consisted in 2/3 humus

(4 bark,

1/8 redwood compost,

1/8 “orchid mix," mostly fine bark, 4} potting mix, which includes sand,
and ~ mixed grade sand. The total sand in the mix was approximately
1/3). This mix was used because it has a good track record, and combined
drainage with water retention. The pots were watered twice a week until
germination, and then once a week, As no known rules for watering could
be drawn upon, we took the average annual precipitation during the
growing season in their indigenous ranges for the spp. tested as our
guide. This is higher than average for the southern spp. and lower
than average for the northern. While this could skew the results, it
seemed better to opt for a uniform watering schedule, especially as
the use of pots is already a move away from indigenous conditions.
Horticulturalists use a rule of thumb for spp. whose optimum plan~

ting depth is unknown. It is to plant seed "2-3 times the smallest
overall diameter" deep. While section Mariposa seeds are large on their

flat face, about 3x4 mm, they are no larger in their “smallest overall
diameter" than seeds of the other sections. In general, seeds of the
genus Calochortus are about 1 mm in their "smallest overall diameter,"
and thus should be planted fairly shallowly,

just under the surface,

The results of the test were that, for all spp.*, the 4" depth
proved superior

(*except for C,. weedii,

none of whose seed germinated

in any of the tests. These tests will be repeated this fall for C.
weedii from another seed source). All spp.* emerged at this planting
depth, and Gid so well before some of the others. Interestingly, this
held for small seed (sect. Calochortus) as much as for larger seed.

Surface sown seeds germinated much later than those planted at $",
in one case considerably so

(2 mos.--C. albus).

In two cases,

surface

sown seed failed to germinate (C€, Tolmiei, C. Venustus), The late ger-~
mination was consistent for the surface sown spp. which did germinate.
The 4" depth proved to be second best. Four of six spp. germinated
at this depth, and three of these did so at roughly the same time as
those planted at ~" (C, uniflorus and C. weedii did not germinate;

C. Tolmiei germinated later at $" than at J" by 14 mos.). Only one

sp., C. venustus, germinated at 1%; and only one at 2" (C, unifiorus).
This test is, at best, only tentative. A comprehensive test would
require testing of all 6 spp. x 8 media x at least 4 watering schedules
x the 5 depths=960 pots and about 15,000 seed (15/pot). This is well
beyond the resources available to us (we did conduct media and watering
tests separately, among others. These will be released in future volumes). Further, the tests are interrelated. It is difficult to conduct a planting depth test without knowing the optimum media and water
schedule,

and vice versa.

Thus

continued testing is required.
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Nevertheless, it would seem that too deep or too shallow planting is
ill-advised.
The earlier germination of the seed planted at $", and to a
lesser degree at $", may ke vital for the success of the plant.
Germinstion at too late a date may allow for insufficient time to grow and te form
a tiny bulb, which can live over through the dormant period,
This consideration may be more important in the wild, but it is not without application
to Calochortus horticulture.
Iv. The Horticultural History ef Calochortus—4th Installment,
MacSelf, 4.J., Bulb Gardening, N.¥.:Chas. Seribner’s Sons, 1925, 1st
ed, publ. in Unit. King.

"This genus richly deserves to occupy front rank among the choicest of
bulbs for unheated greenhouses...In favored Southern (British) gardens Calochortus will succeed quite well out of doors, but in windy or otherwise

unfavourable localities it is a pity to allew the beauty of the flowers to
be marred by bad weather if any covering of glass is available to keep them
clean and unbruised...
",. Unlike the rest of the tribe these smaller kinds which produce
drooping globular blossoms prefer shade, or at any rate partial shade, but
the other sections cannot have too much sun...
"Three good bulbs in @ S-inch pot will make a good show.
A light, sandy loam, some peat and leaf-mould in egual proportions and a good addition
of silver sand will make a suitable compost.
Pots should be very well.
drained,

and tne bulbs should be potted in October,

started in a frame,

removed to a sunny position (except the Globe varieties) as soon as growth
appears,

and thenceforward be kept liberally watered until flowering has

finished, when they should be thoroughly ripened and well roasted in the
sun. In October sheke out, separate the offsets, which should be grown on
in pans, and repot the large bulbe as before.
Feeding with liquid manure
during growth is permissible but must be done with cauticus moderation,"
This selection, which brings us inte the twenties, again reflects British experience in growing Calochorti {cf. Mariposa I,4}. Only California
SpPp. are mentioned in the rest of the text (edited out; Carl Purdy as the
source of the bulbs?},
Yet the best spp. for cold climates like that of
the Un. Kingdom are mostly from outside California.
The avthor seems al-

most to be quoting the Sanders selection (Mariposa 1,4) in part of his

treatment: the first such derivative approach of many that I have come .
across.
“Ripened" means, presumatly, dried out during dormancy.
A five
inch pot is too small for section Mariposa.
The use of an unheated greenhouse may be suitable for cold climates, but not warm ones: the bulbs require some chilling (with a few exceptions} to do well.
The soil mix sounds
reasonably good if inexact.
¥V. Conservation: the California Native Plant Society Inventor
The Cal, Native Plant Society has for several years published an Inventory of Rare end Endangered Vascular Plants oF California.

This volume

has provided a valuable source for information on the shrinking ranges of
many native Cal. spp., the many threats to their survival from development,
ground water pumping, grazing, etc., and a ranking system which separates
various categories of endangerment, from possible threats to immediate.
The 1985 ed. of the Inventory lists 23 spp. or varieties of Calochortus. Of these, 1 is presumed extinct, 2 are considered to have taxonomic

validity problems, 2 are considered but rejected as “too common." Of the
remaining 18, three are listed by the State of California es rare and endangered,
An additional eight are considered rare and endangered by the CNPS,
but, for various reasons, have not yet been listed by the State.
The other

seven aré on the "watch list." This last contains plants which are not yet

rare or endangered, but could became so given present trends.
The CNPS should be applauded for its work in collecting information
on these plants, for its publishing and publicizing threats to various spp.,
and for its efforts at conservation.
No ether organization has come close
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to the CNPS at documenting the assault on California Flora, and to its
attempt to halt ard reverse the decline of the native biosphere. As far as.

it goes, the Calochorti listing in the Inventory is well-considered. Nevertheless, the list is incomplete.
There are many spp. and var. of Calo-

chortus which are not in the Inventory which are either intrinsically rare

or have become so due to human encroachment.
A species is intrinsically rare if its criginal (known) range is con-

fined to one or a few small areas. For example, C.
lii var.

panamintensis (C. Nyttal-

panamintensis) is confined to two small stands In the Panamint

Wts. of SE California. This is a confined habitat indeed: one area of one
county ef one state. By coritrast,

the range of C. nuttallii var. nuttallii,

the species proper, extends across parts of ten or more states. C. panamin-

tensis is not listed in the Inventory. Other spp. or varieties which are

intrinsically rare but not listed are ¢. clavatus var.
gracilis, C. weedii
var. intermedius, C. coeruleus var. fimbriatus, and ¢. elegans var. nannus.
Two others are rare due to the extensive expansion of human settle-

ments into their original range. ¢. plummerae was listed as “common” 106

years ago (Parrish), but is now quite reduced. Unfortunately, its habitat
lies in areas attractive to Los Angeles developers. Perhaps two-thirds of
its known stands have been eliminated for housing. A similar fate has be-

fallen the enchanting variety of C. weedii,

var. vestus in Santa Barbara

and Ventura Counties. While this variety , which some consider a separate
Sp.,

was never common,

it is now much reduced due to human expansion.

VI. Species This Issue: C.@urycarpus
Range: Prom E oregon Through Idaho to W Montana and NW Wyoming. Disjunct
population in NE Nevade.
Botany: €. euryearpus is tne most widespread of the "Nitidi" subsection
of section tiuyostochorius. The flowers of this section are upright, as in
the “Nudi” subsection, which differentiates them from the fairy lanterns.
Unlike most of the nudi, however, the seed capsules of the Nitidi tend to
remain upright.
@
C. eurycarpus, from An

23. Calochortus eurycarpus S. Wate.

Illustrated Flora of

Uige-jaod Mariposa.

the Pacific States, by
Leroy Abrams, Ph.D.,
Stanford Univ. Fress,
1923 ’
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The Nitidj have hairier petals than the nude star tulips, but not so hairy
as the pussy ears.
They tend to be larger than the spp. in the other sub-

sections,

.@- gurycarpus differs from the other witidi in a variety of characters.

Unlike ¢.
longebarbatus, it is not bulbiliférsus. (Purdy alone claims it is
but there is no herbarium record of a bulbiliferous plant, and I have yet
to see any evidence in the field of leaf-axil offsets, as oppesed to
bulb

division.) €. nitidus is tetraploid

while ¢. evrycarpus is

diploid, with

a
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a haploid chromosome count of 10. From C. Greenei and ¢, Howellii it

differs in range, color, and in the shape of the gland.Finally, ¢C.
persistens, alone of the Nitidi, has nodding seed capsules, while the
others, including C, eurycarpus, have upright capsules. {Ownbey classifies C. lyalli as aNitidi,
a
but is inconsistent in his criteria for
doingSo. While Cc. lyallii is difficult to classify, it is far closer to the pussyears than to the larger Nitidi.)
The botanical literature has differedonwhether the sepals of
. eurycarpus are longer than the petals or vice versa. Purdy (1901)

and Abrams claim that they are, but Ownbey states that the sepals are
“usually much shorter than the petals" (1940). Field observation tends
to bear out Ownbey on this point, but the sp. has an extensive enough
range that there are undoubtedly individual specimens with longer sepals. The flowers aré usually white with a purple blotch in the center
ef the petal, and yellowish hairs surrounding the gland near the base
of the petal. In NE Oregon, where it is numerous, there are lilac and
purple flowers as well. Purdy mentions a yellow form at Yellowstone,
Wy. Purdy and Abrams describe the gland as round, while Ownbey de-

scribes it as “triangular-lunate.”
HISTORY: The name of the sp. has undergone bewildering changes,
making one wonder what plant various botanists are talking about. Purdy and Ownhey (1940) call the plant C. Nitidus. Watson, Abrams and

the later ‘Ownbey, (Vascular Plants ofthe Pacific Northwest 1969} call
it C, eurycarpus. C. nitidus is another sp., but in some of the literature, the author isactually discussing Cc. eurycarpus when speaking
of'C., nitidus. Thé sp. was first described, apparently, by the well
regarded botanist S. Watson (1871), and not D. Douglas, as Ownbey first
thought. Beside the confusion with C. nitidus, the sp. has been la-

belled ¢. parviflorus, C. umbellatus;, and €. euumbellatus by different
observers. This plethora of names identifies a sp. which is difficult
to confuse with any other in the field.

HORTICULTURE: In the wild, C. eurycarpus grows in high mountain
meadows (e.g. 4800' in NE Oregon}. I have seen it both in part shade
and, more rarely, in full sun, but it tends to grow near low shrubs
in the sunny locales, so it probably gets some shade there. It grows
among low grasses, which may help to shade the lower portions of the
plant, as well as provide mulch and compost. Rainfall varies from 16-

30"/yr. Much is in the form of snow, and snowmelt probably triggers

seedling germination in the spring. However, this sp. does get summer
rains. C. eurycarpus is hardy to -30°F(-34°C)}in its wild range, but
may be hardier yet in cultivation, with snow cover, or other protection. It blooms late spring to early summer, and probably has a short

growing season.
In mild winter or hot summer climates C. eurycarpus would be difficult to grow, as it prefers «.old winters and mild summers. It should
be suited to the No. and E. U.S., however, as well as similar cola
winter climates. It is quite hardy, and tolerates some summer water.
Cold climate growers can place the seeds in a one-gallon or larger
pot, and set it out in winter with snow on top. They may be able to
grow it in the ground as well. Heavy soils should be modified with
sand and pine leaf-mold in equal proportions (up to 50%. There are
records of its being grown in heavy clay-loam, but in a dry climateKrukeberg, 1982n). In warmer climates, the seeds should be cold
stratified in moist vermiculite for 6-10 weeks and then transplanted.
I have had some success in pots with the U.C. mix of 4 sand } peat
moss, and a small amount of low nitrogen, complete bulb fertilizer.
Water once a week--less later in the season. The pots should be kept
as dry as possible during dormancy.

